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Data Collection

 Use a StatCrunch survey or SurveyMonkey

https://www.statcrunch.com/5.0/survey.php?surveyid=21369&code=OWJYT


Version I

 Threatened by a superior enemy force, the general 
faces a dilemma. His intelligence officers say his 
soldiers will be caught in an ambush in which 600 
of them will die unless he leads them to safety by 
one of two available routes. If he takes the first 
route, 200 soldiers will be saved. If he takes the 
second, there is a one-third chance that 600 
soldiers will be saved, and a two-thirds chance 
that none will be saved. Which route should he 
take?



Version II

 Threatened by a superior enemy force, the general 

faces a dilemma. His intelligence officers say his 

soldiers will be caught in an ambush in which 600 

of them will die unless he leads them to safety by 

one of two available routes. If he takes the first 

route, 400 soldiers will die. If he takes the second, 

there is a one-third chance that no soldiers will 

die, and a two-thirds chance that 600 soldiers will 

die. Which route should he take?



Analysis

 The raw data.

 Organize the data in a two-way contingency table. Let the row variable 

represent the version and let the column variable represent the route.

 Determine the conditional distribution of route selected by version.

 The research objective is to determine if there is a difference in route 

selected depending upon the version read. Based on this, determine 

the null and alternative hypotheses.

 Using the randomization test for two proportions applet in StatCrunch

to approximate a P-value for this hypothesis test. Based on the result, 

what do you conclude?

https://www.statcrunch.com/app/index.php?dataid=2646864


Data in StatCrunch



Contingency Tables in StatCrunch



Randomization Tests in StatCrunch



Comparing Two Proportions



A Follow-Up Study



The Data



Analysis – McNemar’s Test


